Workshop formats
facilitated by
There are many reasons to take your
research and collaboration sessions
online. From reducing travel costs and
environmental impact, to convenience
and social distancing (thanks Covid-19);
increasingly we’ve been hosting intimate,
qualitative sessions remotely.

Huge advances in collaboration and conferencing
platforms mean we’ve come a long way in being able
to facilitate engaging and truly collaborative sessions
with participants in multiple geographies.

Depending on your brief we have solutions to fit
every challenge. Tailored sessions, ready to go,
all lead by experienced and engaging facilitators.

Whether you’re an organisation of 8,000 or 80,000,
we can help unearth the insights that will connect
you to your people and drive your projects forward.

Want to know more about remote collaboration?
Contact us at theteam.co.uk

Tools we use and recommend

Endless online
whiteboard for team
collaboration

Enterprise video
messaging with live
chat and content
sharing

Our chosen space
for team working

Engage your audience
with live polls

Whiteboarding software
connects teams through
video and live working.

Easy to use online
conferencing tool,
available on any device.

Blank whiteboards or
prepopulated templates
for brown paper/post
it activity, mind maps,
experience mapping and
strategy plans.

Allows up to 1,000
participants, showing
up to 49 videos in any
session. Allows session
recording and transcripts.

Teams along with Slack
provides us and you
with the perfect space to
collaborate. Here we can
share files and comments,
and discuss developments
in real time.

Visual polling allows the
facilitator to ask questions,
poll and analyse responses
in real time. Compatible
with Zoom, Skype, Webex,
Google Slides, Slack, Vimeo
and other collaboration and
streaming platforms.

It can also be used as
a collaboration tool
post workshops to share
final reports.

If you want to maintain
existing systems your teams
are familiar with, this can be
integrated easily, providing
live intelligence to steer the
conversation.

Workshops

Meetings

Meetings

Focus groups

Qual research

Workshops

Workshops

Live Q&As

Focus groups

All-hands

File sharing

File sharing

miro.com

zoom.us

teams.microsoft.com

sli.do

Best use

All participants can
contribute to a facilitated
session, adding notes
online throughout.

Built-in collaboration
tools, permits multi screen
sharing. Co-annotation
and polling for interactive
sessions.

Typical session format and pricing
Focus Groups

Listening Sessions

Workshops

Purpose

Qualitative facilitated sessions with a
diverse group of employees to gain insight
on aspects of the employee experience
that will shape your employer brand

Qualitative facilitated
sessions to elevate the
employee voice around a
certain challenge or topic

Interactive facilitated
sessions with multiple
groups, to get to an
answer in half a day

Length

3 x 90 minute sessions

3 x 3 hour sessions

4 hours

Participants

6-8

10-100

12-46

Facilitators

1

2

2-3

Recommended platform

MIRO | MS Teams | Sli.do

MS Teams | Sli.do | Zoom

MIRO | MS Teams | Zoom

Cost per session - estimated

£7,500

£12,000

£12,500
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